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QUANTUM COMPUTATION AND 
SPIN ELECTRONICS



The complexity of the spin-manipulation schemes proposed and severe 
difficulties with the read-out of these spin states drives one to think of 
alternatives…

• We concentrate on sufficiently resistive superconducting
constrictions “X” where individual Bogolybov
quasiparticles can be trapped in discrete Andreev bound 
states. We refer to such system as Andreev Quantum 
Dots (AQD). An AQD resembles a common quantum dot 
as long as discreetness of a (quaisi)particle number, 
spectrum and spin is concerned. Albeit in contrast to a 
common quantum dot the charge of the AQD is not fixed. 
This allows for superconducting current in the 
constriction and makes electron-electron interaction 
negligible. We propose to utilize spin states of the 
AQD's. We show that an AQD can be brought to the 
state with spin-1/2 that persists over a long time…



In general, Andreev levels are spin-dependent…



In general, Andreev levels are spin-dependent…

• From Eq. (1) follows: 
• a) Andreev levels are symmetric with the respect 

to the Fermi energy, so in equilibrium at zero 
temperature there are as many empty Andreev
levels above as occupied levels below; 

• b) Andreev levels in superconducting junctions 
satisfy the relation: 

they are even functions of  f if spin orbit 
interaction is disregarded. 



In general, Andreev levels are spin-dependent…

• spin splitting of Andreev levels by 
magnetic/exchange field in a ballistic
superconducting junction with few open orbital 
channels:



Short constriction



SXS: Andreev levels
• Andreev levels that are relevant for electron

transport, and for manipulation of spin states, 
originate from Tn=1. These levels are distributed in
energy strip ?cos(f /2)<|e|<? . Their typical
spacing is given by dE~GQR,  R being the normal
state resistance of the constriction, GQR being the
conductance quantum. In the ground state of the
dot, quasiparticles occupy Andreev levels with
negative energy. The f -dependent part of the
ground state energy reads E0=1/2?ns ens ?(ens ).



Stability of the AQD ½-state
The spin-1/2 state of an AQD with the lowest energy (that 
corresponds
to the most
transparent 
transport 
channel)
is of particular
interest
because it is very
stable. 

The transition
to ground state require the ½ change of spin. This means 
that a quasiparticle must either leave or enter the AQD. The 
probabilities of these processes contain exponentially small 
factors exp(-?/T), this means that at zero temperature the 
AQD would remain in spin-1/2 forever.



How to set the AQD to spin-1/2 
state?

• Possibilities include microwave irradiation and
quasiparticle injection.

∆<<+∆ 20 ωε h .  
The irradiation quanta takes place in the constriction only.  

i. Both quasiparticles appear in bound Andreev states  
ii. ii. One quasipartilce appears in a bound state whereas another one 

acquires energy >∆ and gets to the extended state. The latter 
quasiparticle leaves the AQD almost immediately and never comes 
back.  

The outcome of ii) is thus one extra quasiparticle in the AQD. Therefore, at a given 
moment of time there is either odd or even number of quasiparticles in the AQD. 
Let us now switch off the irradiation. If there is an even number of quasiparticles 
in the AQD, the subsequent energy relaxation will drive the system to the ground 
state. For an odd number of particles, the relaxation will result in a single 
quasipartice occupying the lowermost Andreev level. This means that with roughly 
50% probability the system ends up in the spin-½ state.  



How to detect the spin-½ state? 
• The energy of a spin-1/2: ens>0.
• The current equals to:

• The change from the ground to spin-1/2 state is manifested as a change
of supeconducting current by a value of

• The detection of such current jumps in superconducting constrictions
would amount to the direct experimental observation of the spin-1/2 
state.
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How to detect spin in the spin-½ 
state? 



Spin manipulation in the AQD
Spin-orbit splitting Zeeman splitting



How the Andreev quantum dots 
can be utilized for universal 

quantum computations.

• An AQD in the spin-1/2 state would be a 
qubit.

• XOR operation.
• The XOR operation does the following: 

given two qubits in the states |x>, |y>, it 
leaves the |y> state unchanged if |x>=|?>, 
while flipping it when |x>=|?>. 



How the Andreev quantum dots can be utilized for 
universal quantum computations.

• The basic idea is to
organize the
interaction between
AQD's via inductive
coupling between
SQUID loops
containing these
AQD's. 



How the Andreev quantum dots can be utilized for 
universal quantum computations.



advantages

• This approach of organizing two-qubit interactions has 
two important practical advantages. 

• First, in contrast to other spin-based proposals, the 
interaction does not have to be organized at microscopic 
level. To exaggerate, one can use inch-scale 
transformers to vary inductive coupling between the 
AQD's. To make a practical suggestion, one can use the 
well-developed techniques of SQUID circuitry to couple, 
array, bias, and measure many AQD qubits. 

• Second advantage is the simple Ising form of the 
resulting interaction that prevents undesired phase shifts 
and simplifies design of complicated quantum circuits.



conclussions

• To conclude, we analyze prospectives of 
Andreev quantum dots for spin 
manipulation and quantum computing. Our 
theoretical results seem to be promising 
enough to launch detailed experimental 
investigations and design efforts in this 
direction.

• N.M. Chtchelkatchev and Yu. Nazarov, 
Phys. Rev. Lett., 90, 226806 (2003)



PRL referees about SXS AQD:

• Spin-orbit interaction breaks time-reversal 
symmetry and Cooper pairs. Thus, “for a 
material made of heavy nuclei” one may 
have pair breaking in the superconducting
banks. This issue should be addressed, at 
least  briefly.
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Subgap tunneling in a system of 
two coupled N-S (F-S) contacts.
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XSX
Assumptions of Falci et al:

1) the bias is much smaller than the superconducting gap. 

2) The superconductor is clean.

Result of Falci et al:  

Our assumptions:
1) The bias is smaller than the superconducting gap.

We find analytically I1,2(V1,V2) more or less in any tree-terminal layout with 
two terminals weakly coupled to the superconductor.

in particular : 



XSX

charge current

spin current

spin current +
charge current

(ISI)
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u exp 1i− p e( )⋅

p ef u⋅ exp 1i− p e( )⋅

v exp 1i− p e( )⋅

p ef v⋅ exp 1i− p e( )⋅

u exp 1ip e( )⋅

p ef u⋅ exp 1ip e( )⋅

v exp 1ip e( )⋅

p ef v⋅ exp 1i p e⋅( )⋅

u exp 1i p e⋅( )⋅

p ef− u⋅ exp 1i p e⋅( )⋅

v exp 1i p e⋅( )⋅

p ef− v⋅ exp 1i p e⋅( )⋅

u exp 1i− p e( )⋅

p ef− u⋅ exp 1i− p e⋅( )⋅

v exp 1i− p e⋅( )⋅

p ef− v⋅ exp 1i− p e⋅( )⋅

v exp 1i− p h( )⋅

p hf v⋅ exp 1i− p h⋅( )⋅

u exp 1i− p h( )⋅

p hf u⋅ exp 1i− p h( )⋅

v exp 1ip h( )⋅

p hf v⋅ exp 1ip h( )⋅

u exp 1ip h( )⋅

p hf u⋅ exp 1i p h⋅( )⋅

v exp 1ip h( )⋅

p hf− v⋅ exp 1i p h⋅( )⋅

u exp 1ip h( )⋅

p hf− u⋅ exp 1ip h( )⋅

v exp 1i− p h( )⋅

p hf− v⋅ exp 1i− p h⋅( )⋅

u exp 1i− p h( )⋅

p hf− u⋅ exp 1i− p h⋅( )⋅
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Conclusions (XSX)


